Abstract. Nowadays the information security is one of the fundamental and important issues in information management. Utilizing a collection of policies, solution, tools, hardware and software is for the purpose of obtaining an environment in which the information is not threatened while being produced, refined, transferred and distributed. Obtaining such an environment entails doing some things which are called security requirement. Therefore, for meeting those requirements in this project a symmetrical encryption algorithm has been designed and performed.
Introduction
Cryptography is a system or (mathematical/logical) pattern based on which information and concepts which are evident and understandable for everybody are turned into non-understandable information through a restorable procedure. In all cryptography algorithms a parameter which is named code key is needed whose change leads to the change of the non-understandable and vague encoded information unpredictably. Hence the process of encoding can be recognized as an implicit function which is as follow:
C=ƒ (P, K). P: is the signal which should be encoded. P is called (plaintext); i.e. evident context. K: is a parameter based on whose extent the plaintext unpredictably becomes meaningless. The parameter K is known as code key. C: which is the result of the encoding process of the context P with the key K and implicit function ƒ is a piece of meaningless information which is called cipher text. In cryptography a series of bits and bytes are hashed and encoded based on a definite and objective procedure regardless of their linguistic contents In the procedure of the encoding of the data the code key is injected into the context of the data as a parameter and how the data is hashed depends on the amount of the key C, for example for encoding the data a rotational shift may have been used. The code key can specify the number of the shifts. By injection of key into the data I mean adding the key up with the data or an operation such as XOR or some similar operations. It is supposed that the data which is transferred between dispatcher and receiver can be easily reconescenced and even modified by aliens.
The algorithm which is under study
Our algorithm which has been designed for this project includes 3 main parts: 1. The pre-coding stage during which some preliminary modifications are done on the information before it starts to be encoded. 2. The middle stage which does the main action of encoding. In this stage one simple encoding structure will be used. 3. In post-encoding stage, some modifications are done on the information. So in this algorithm the main action of cryptography is done. Coding is used for raising the margin of the security of the system and defense against the attacks. These stages also cause an increase in the hash of the algorithm.
The preceding Stage
This stage means a fundamental conversion in reading the input bits, implement XOR for 128 bits of the produced sub keys with 128 bits of the converted input bits and a linear transform. Reading order for input data is unique, instead of reading all the block bits in common way, we read on bit from the top of the block and on from the end. This technique will make more complexity in encryption and is too simple for hardware implementation. The XOR on the contents of the key was first used by Merle in designing Khufu/Khafre algorithm and it was separately used by Riots in designing Des-X algorithm. The action XOR of the key before the action of cryptography which was mentioned as whitening causes a decrease in the probability of search for key. Under such conditions the decoding has become very hard as a result of the concealment of the input string. One of our main goals in designing an algorithm for our code is having a complete code. By a complete code I mean a code in which every output bit has the most dependency on the input bits. For achieving such a goal we should design the algorithm in such a way that it creates the maximum dependency between the input and output bits. In designing a symmetrical code algorithm if operation such as XOR and S-Box are used the speed of cryptography will go up and it will result in adequate security.
The operations and modifications which are done in one stage of the middle stages of this part of cryptography consist of several stages and each stage of the operations are done relatively similarly. The input data passes through these stages step by step and finally it will enter the stage of postcode.
S-BOX chart
The S-Boxes were first used in Lucifer and then in Des and later on, they were used in most of cryptography algorithms. Our algorithm has a 16 × 16 S-Box.
The real criteria in designing S-BOX algorithm:
1. This S-Box will consist of a 16 × 16 array and each one of its elements will be between 0 and 15. 2. To the extent that is possible the output bits of the S-Box should not be close to its input. 3. In each line (bit) the numbers between o and 15, will each appear once. 4. If one bit in the input is changed it should not lead to the difference of one bit in the output. As it was observed the S-Box chart of our algorithm is of fixed type. The whole capacity of the memory that it needs is 256 bytes in the worst conditions. Since every element of the Array is between 0 and 15, every two elements can be included in one byte. Using this method we can expect that the ROM which is required for its performing will be decreased to 128 bytes. The S-Box chart which used in the relevant algorithm. Half a byte on top of every element is used in decoding and half a byte at the bottom is used in encoding. Performing of S-Box charts in a Common chart.
Post -code stage:
This stage of the operation consists of transference and an XOR with reverse of the sub key. The decoding system of the relevant Algorithm: Since the algorithm of the code is symmetrical the two sides of the information should use a similar key. As it is observed, the stages that are passed in decoding are reverse compared to encoding. For encoding the operation starts with pre-code while decoding ends in it.
Stability and Security of algorithm:
The most important known attacks for analyzing Segment -based codes include the following:
1. By arrangement of comprehensive test of key space attack for a segmental code. I mean testing all the possible keys for the relevant algorithm. Considering that the length in the relevant algorithm is 128 bits, therefore the average number of the keys which should be tested for obtaining the main key is half as big as this number, that is to say, if the length of the used key by the user is shorter than this extent the number of the keys which are being tested will automatically be decreased. Consequently for the systems which need high security it is recommended that for securing the system against such attacks the length of the key be equal to the maximum extent.
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Affine attack:
Considering that the S-Box chart which has been used in the relevant algorithm is a non-linear chart and paying attention to this point that a non-linear substitute is non-Affine therefore our algorithm is a non-Affine algorithm and it is resistant against such an attack.
Complementary attack:
In the designed algorithm a change in one of the letters of the main context in several stages causes some changes in the encoded context. Therefore it is also resistant against this attack.
Attack considering the conditions of functioning:
The probability of defeat of any algorithm whose word length is 128 bits by complementary attack regardless of the structure of the algorithm is the same probability of 0.02%. Therefore our algorithm is not very vulnerable against this attack.
Weak and Semi weak keys:
In the relevant algorithms one static sub key (whose number is equal to the number of the sub keys) is added to the sub key in the form of exclusive total. In addition a special structure has been used which produces an accident -like attachment.
Consequently the probability of production of identical sub keys in this algorithm doesn't exist. Therefore our algorithm is resistant against attack which is based on weak and semi-weak keys.
Attacks based on linear analysis:
In the designed algorithm change in one key letter in several stages causes some changes in the encoded context. Hence our algorithm has special resistance against this attack.
Statistical analysis of the algorithm:
In this section avalanche effect of the algorithm is addressed. Avalanche effect is analyzable from two points of view:
The first is the effect of change in one bit of the encoding key on the output encoded data when the input block is fixed (static). The second is the effect of change in one bit of the input data on the output encoded data when the key is fixed (static). In ideal conditions if one bit of the input block is by one bit of the key changed and the rest of the conditions remain unchanged 50% of the output block should change. The comparison of the operation power of the different algorithms of segmental code in software performing in environment C language is done over a Pentium computer with an hour cycle of 2.
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